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been held that a pupil of the public Association In session In Portland and
schools must write the vertical system the Btate Uoat Show In sosslou at Pal- in order to pass the grado examina as this week, look like something Is
tin n s. The ruling may be technically doing in Oregon. A stats that does
correct. In fact tbt vertical system not raise sheep, goats or other livestock
was adopted by the Btate Hoard of orylold fine fruit could not secure such
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It is given as an absolute fact by W. Ith an explanatory note giving the
Japan. But the fact must not be lost B. Northrop that Joseph Chamber- reason why. Eugene Register.
sight of that the Japs have developed lain's great fight for the establish Meat iven an editor ought to know it'a
natural weakness to national from of a protective tariff in England la be- because they keep out of the fire.
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They proved their virility as nation when who incidentally is an American.
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Independence, advantageouily situated on the banks of the Willamette
river, with water and rail transportation facilities olfers a promising field for
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ing investment is entitled to a means ol
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sented.
Oregon is nndergoing a development
she has not felt before, The coming
Lewis and Clark centennial, the awaken
ing Orient, the prospective Bussian and
Japanese war combine to bring 'about
conditions favorable to the state and the
plodding methods of former years would
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faithfully represent this locality under
the conditions with which we are con
fronted is the purpose of this paper.
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weal exclusive of anonymous communi
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perhaps is as well to state in advance
that grievances of a personal nature may
as well be related to the police for they
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